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Focus Ouestion: How did Japan change in the 1920s and 1930s?

As you read this section in your textbook, complete the table by listing the fficts of liberalism
and militarism in lapan during the 1920s and 1-930s.

Gonflicting Forces in Japan

Liberalism in the 1920s Militarism in the 1930s
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What group of people spear-

headed the May Fourth

Movement?

Recognize Multiple Gauses

Why did Chinese peasants sup-
port the communists?

What does the word intellectual
mean in the first underlined sen-

tence? Circle the words in the

second underlined sentence that
could help you figure out what
intellectual means.

Name Class Date

When the Qing dynasty collapsed in 1911, Sun Yixian became presr-

dent of China's new republic. He hoped to rebuild China, but he

made littie progress. The country fell into chaos when local warlor;.
seized power and the economy fell apart. Millions of peasants sui-
fered severe hardships. Sun Yixian stepped down as president in -; --

Amid the upheaval, foreign imperialism increased in China. t"---
ing Wor1d War I, Japan presented Chinese leaders the Twenty-One
Demands. These were intended to give Japan control over China
and the Chinese gave into some of the demands. After the war, th=

Allies gave Japan control over some former German possessions L:

China. This infuriated Chinese nationalists. As protests sPread. sru-

dents led a cultural and intellectual rebellion known as the May
Fourth Movement. Leaders of this movement rejected Confuciar'
tradition and looked to Western knowledge and learning. Other
Chinese people embraced Marxism. Also at this time, the Soviei
Union trained Chinese students and military officers, hoping the''

would become the vanguard of a communist revolution in China.

In1921, Sun Yixian led the Guomindang, or Nationalist partr .'
it established a government in south China. To defeat the warlords :-
joined forces with the Chinese communists. After Sun's death, ]iari
Jieshi assumed leadership of the parry. Jiang felt the Communists
threatened his power. He ordered his troops to slaughter CommurL-':.
and their supporters. Led by Mao Zedong, the Communist army
escaped north in what became known as the Long March. During -.:'-

March, Mao's soldiers fought back using guerrilla tactics. Along ti;
way, Mao's soldiers treated the peasants kindly. They paid for the

goods they needed and were careful not to destroy crops. Many pe'-
ants had suffered because of the Guomindang, so they supported ::=
Communists.

While Jiang pursued the Communists across China, the Japane-
invaded Manchuria, adding it to their growing empire. Then, in
1937,Japanese planes bombed Chinese cities and ]apanese soldier.
marched into Nanjing, killing hundreds of thousands of people. lr.
response, Jiang and Mao formed an alliance to fight the invaders.
The alliance held up until the end of the war with ]apan.

Review Questions
1. How did Japan gain territory and control of areas of China dun':

World War I?

2. Why did Jiang and Mao form an alliance?
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